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The November meeting consisted of a talk by Tony M and 
Tony A on the life and works of the Humanist philosopher 
and peace campaigner Bertrand Russell.  
The group's Winter social was held on  8

th
 December once 

again at the Women's Centre, Ludlow.  
More than 20 members participated in a very enjoyable 
evening of social chat and the customary games. We were 
also treated to an impromptu rendering by David Cade of 
new Poet Laureate Carol Ann Duffy's Christmas poem. 
David, who clearly has remarkable thespian talent, managed 
to bring this unusual and secular poem splendidly to life.  
In '12 Days of Christmas', Duffy tackles a wide range of 

subjects from troops in 
Afghanistan to MPs' expenses, 
climate change and 
endangered birds.  
US President Barack Obama, 
actress Joanna Lumley and 
artist Anish Kapoor also get a 
mention. The poem begins: "On 
the first day of Christmas, a 
buzzard on a branch. In 

Afghanistan, no partridge, pear tree; but my true love sent to 
me a card from home.  
"I sat alone, crouched in yellow dust, and traced the grins of 
my kids with my thumb. Somewhere down the line, for 
another father, husband, brother, son, a bullet with his name 
on."  
The other 11 verses see the poet give her interpretation of 
the traditional Christmas song while commentating on the 
state of society and politics.  
Five gold rings feature "bankers' profits fired in greed" while 
eight maids-a-milking sees one who "milked money to mend 
her moat".  
Carol Ann Duffy, who is not religious, took over from Sir 
Andrew Motion as poet laureate in May, and is the first 
female in the post's 341-year history.  
 
We also enjoyed Tony Mason's picture recognition challenge 
which was followed by Pam Cusack's cryptic quiz for which 
the party was divided into men v. women teams. In a very 
tight contest the ladies emerged victorious by one point! 

  

Future MeetingsFuture MeetingsFuture MeetingsFuture Meetings    
Meetings in the new year have been planned as follows: 

February 9th: A talk by group member Dr. Antony 
Lempert entitled: 

"Prescribing Religion: What's the Harm?"  
Antony plans to talk about the work of the SMF (Secular 
Medical Forum) challenging religious privilege in healthcare, 
and raising public awareness of its aims to ensure equality 

of healthcare for all patients, irrespective of belief. 
He will discuss a range of topics including Assisted 
Suicide legislation, non-therapeutic religious 
surgery on children, sex education in schools, 
abortion and contraceptive services and  
chaplaincy services. These various issues are of 
great concern to Humanists and should lead to 
lively audience participation. 

 
March 9th 
A talk by Gareth Owen under the title: "Byron 
and other Tale Tellers." 
 

April 13th:  
Chris Wright and/or Steve Hurd on 
"Ugandan Humanist Schools" 
The group has made several donations 
towards the cost of Humanist based schooling 
in Uganda and it will be fascinating to hear 
what is being achieved there in very difficult 
circumstances. 

 
May 11th: AGM + Video 
All meetings at the Quakers Meeting Room, 
St. Mary's Lane, Ludlow. 
Starting at 7.30 pm 

 

Subscriptions and DonationsSubscriptions and DonationsSubscriptions and DonationsSubscriptions and Donations    
Another year has miraculously gone by, meaning 
that it is time for the annual subscription renewal. 
Recently joined members obviously are exempt but 
they may feel that the relatively meagre sub will 
stand repeating. Members will be aware that 
subscribing to the group in practice amounts to 
another form of giving to charity because we 
regularly make sizeable donations to deserving 
humanist related causes. Apart from meeting minor 
running costs our own coffers need not be unduly 
swelled; it is what we can do for needy charities 
that really matters. Renewal/donation forms are 
enclosed, as well as a pre-addressed envelope. 
The basic £5.00 annual subscription has again 
been held but we do hope for something extra in 
the form of a donation! Many thanks. 
 

WebsiteWebsiteWebsiteWebsite    
 
Group member Richard  Burnham very kindly has 
put a lot of work and expertise into rebuilding a 
website for the group. The result can be seen 
under http://welshmarcheshumanists.org.uk/.  
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Happy new year to 
all our readers! 

 
This New Year, may 

your right hand always 

be stretched out in 
friendship, never in 

want.  

- Irish Toast 

 

Definitive study confirms that Britain has little 
time for religion  
New research from NatCen (the National Centre for 
Social Research) has confirmed that religious belief 
and adherence in Britain is in free fall. The research 
also finds Church 'teachings' on a range of social 
issues are completely out of step with the opinions and 
desires of the population at large.  
The report analyses the latest British Social Attitudes 
Survey  and shows that over the last two decades the 
number of people describing themselves as atheist or 
agnostic has risen to 37%, while those identifying 
themselves as Christian has dropped from 66% to 50%. This 
decline is largely due to a drift away from the Church of 
England; in 1983, 40% of people described themselves as 
Anglicans, now only 23% do so.  
Among those who self-identified as Anglicans, not even a 
fifth attend church as much as once a month, and half never 
go at all. This decline is not evident among all religions. 
There has been an increase from 2% to 7% in non-Christian 
religious affiliation due to immigration and population growth 
amongst ethnic minorities.  
Forty-three per cent of people do not feel they belong to any 
particular religion, up from 31% in 1983.  
Other interesting figures: 62% of people in Britain never 
attend religious services; only 17% of Britons are completely 
without doubt about the existence of God (in the USA 61% 
has no doubt that God exists); 79% of Britons think religion 
"provides comfort in times of trouble"; 67% think religious 
leaders should not try to influence Government 
decision-making; 73% think people with strong 
religious beliefs are often too intolerant of 
others.  
On social issues it is clear that religious 
leaders are completely out of step with the 
majority. For instance, 92% of people who 
identify themselves as non-religious think a 
doctor should be allowed to help end the life 
of a patient with an incurable disease (and 
71% of people who say they are religious 
agree).  
Only 3% of non-religious people think sex before marriage is 
"always" or "almost always" wrong (this rises to 29% among 
the religious). On homosexuality, only 19% of non-religious 
people think it is "always" or "almost always" wrong – 
whereas 50% of religious people think it is. On abortion, 
67% of non-religious people think it is 'sometimes wrong' or 
'not wrong at all' if there is a strong chance of a birth defect, 
compared with 86% of non-religious people.  
The findings confirm that religion is not an important issue 
for the British generally. In fact the news for the churches is 
likely to be even worse, because it is a well-known 
phenomenon among pollsters that on questions of religion, 
respondents tend to exaggerate and overstate their 
commitment. Nevertheless we have a Government that 
seems to be completely dominated by the idea that religion 
is terribly important to everyone and that the religious take 
on morality is the correct one. The figures on attitudes to 
assisted dying are particularly significant, given that earlier 
this year a parliamentary bill on the matter was rejected on 
the say-so of religious interests. It is time the Government 
took on board the fact that permitting religion to have so 
much influence on policy-making is thwarting the will of the 
people.  
 

PC about PC 
A lot of warm words were spoken at the 
Copenhagen summit on 'Global Warming' but 
sadly there were no concrete results. When 
discussing measures to limit carbon emissions all 
manner of solutions are put forward except the one 
that is the most obvious namely Population 
Control. The reason why delegates have to be PC 
about PC is of course that all the major religions 
are in favour of increasing numbers and religious 
sentiments must be humoured even at the cost of  
mankind's future. In research carried out by the 
LSE, commissioned by the 'Optimum Population 
Trust', it was found that spending on birth control is 
six times more efficient as a means of reducing 
carbon production than spending on renewable 
energy.  As a large proportion of  children are 
unwanted what would be a better method of 
limiting carbon output than putting huge priority on 
ensuring that exponential population growth is 
halted? 
 

A Tale of Two PrawnsA Tale of Two PrawnsA Tale of Two PrawnsA Tale of Two Prawns    
Two prawns were swimming around in the sea. 
One was called Justin and the other, Kristian. 
The prawns were constantly being harassed and 
threatened by sharks that inhabited the area. 
Finally one day Justin said to Kristian, 'I'm fed up 
with being a prawn. I wish I was a shark, and then I 

wouldn't have any worries about being 
eaten.' A large mysterious cod appeared 

and said, 'Your wish is granted'. Lo 
and behold, Justin turned into a 
shark! Horrified, Kristian 
immediately swam away, afraid of 
being eaten by his old mate. 
Time passed (as it does) and Justin 
found life as a shark boring and 

lonely. All his old mates simply swam 
away whenever he came close to 

them. Justin didn't realise that his new, 
menacing appearance was the cause of his 

sad plight. While swimming alone one day he saw 
the mysterious cod again and thought perhaps the 
mysterious fish could change him back into a 
prawn. He approached the cod and begged to be 
changed back and, lo and behold, he found himself 
turned back into a prawn. 
With tears of joy in his tiny little eyes Justin swam 
back to his friends and bought them all a cocktail. 
Looking around the gathering at the reef he 
realised he couldn't see his old pal. 
'Where's Kristian?' he asked. 
'He's at home, still distraught that his best friend 
changed sides to the enemy and became a shark', 
came the reply. 
Eager to put things right again and end the mutual 
pain and torture, he set off to Kristian's abode. As 
he opened the coral gate, memories came flooding 
back. He banged on the door and shouted, 'It's me, 
Justin, your old friend, come out and see me 
again.' Kristian replied, 'No way man, you'll eat me. 
You're now a shark, the enemy, and I'll not be 
tricked into being your dinner.' 
Justin cried back 'No, I'm not. That was the old me. 
I've changed! Honestly, I have!  

I've found Cod. I'm a prawn again, Kristian!'  


